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NO. 1,419.-“ The  Working of Railways.”’ By GEORGE FINDLAY, 
Assoc. Inst. C.E. 

TIIE enormous and continued development of railway traffic 
during  the  last twenty-five years  has demanded the  greatest 
ingenuity  and  ability,  both of management and of engineering  and 
mechanical skill, to  admit of its being conducted with order and 
regularity.  The  Author does not propose to  deal  with  that  part 
of the subject relating to  signals  and  the block telegraph,  as  they  are 
almost universally adopted by  railway companies, but  rather  to 
explain  the  arrangements  which enable the traffic of the chief lines 
to be carried on. That traffic consists of express and  mail passenger 
trains,  running  at  an average rate of 40 miles an hour or more, 
others a t  a speed of from 34 to 38 miles an  hour,  and  the  par- 
liamentary or stopping  trains,  calling at  all  stations,  and  running 
a t  a speed of from 19 to 28 miles an hour. Also of express goods 
trains between all  the most important towns, attaining a speed of 
20 to 25 miles an hour, of slow or stopping goods trains  to  supply 
the necessary service to less important places, followed, in  their 
turn,  by  heavy coal trains, between the  great coal-fields of the 
country  and  every  large  centre of population. 

These comprise, briefly, the elements of railway management and 

1 The discussion  upon this Paper waa taken in conjunction with that upon the 
two following  ones, and  was continued over portions of four evenings, but an 
abstract of the whole is given consecutively. 

[1874-75. N.S.] B 
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2 JIINUTES OF PROCEEDINCIS. 

working. The  fast  and  the slow trains,  the  heavy  and  thc  light 
trains,  all  to be accommodated, or maidy so, on the same lines of 
rails, representing, when in motion, an enormous wcight  and mo- 
mentum  to be controlled and  regulated,  under  the  varying circum- 
stances of the seasons, in  fog and storm, by  night  and  by  day.  The 
navigation of the sea, on a difficult and dangerous coast, is not 
more arduous or dangerous,  nor are  the seamen exposed to  greater 
risks  and  hardships  than  are  the  railway  servants who work the 
traffic of the  country continuously through  the  depth of winter; 
and, indeed, the  manner  in which the service is performed, although 
not  generally understood or appreciated entitles  them to high praise. 

To  carry on this  great traffic, the essentials are a good per- 
manent  way, efficient and powerful  engines and  rolling stock, 
proper signalling  arrangements,  and  the  speaking  and block tcle- 
graph,  together  with a highly  trained  and  thoroughly qualified 
staff. These are  the first great requirements, without which 
nothing can be done  well, and  railway companies spare neither 
trouble  nor expense to secure and  maintain them. 

To  illustrate  the  working of the traffic on the London and 
North-Western  railway, it may  be mentioned that, for the pur- 
poses of superintendence, the  line is separated into several  di- 
visions, each of which is under  the  charge of an officer  of practical 
experience, who is responsible for the  train  arrangements,  and for 
the order and discipline of the staff. Under him  there is an  assistant 
and several travelling inspectors,  who regularly  visit  the  stations 
and  signal posts, and make investigations  and reports.  Encourage- 
ment is given  to  any suggestion having for its object the  im- 
proved working of the  trains  and  the avoidance of irregularities 
or delays. The passenger traffic is  principally carried on during 
the day,  while, during  the  night,  the more laborious  operations 
of working  the goods trains  have  to be accomplished. 

One important element of the subject is  the system adopted to 
insure  the maintenance of a thoroughly efficient and well-trained 
staff. Where  the  nature of the work will allow, it is the practice 
to  appoint lads, commencing at  the  age of fourteen  years, as junior 
porters, telegraph boys, and for other  similar employments;  these 
lads grow up  in  the service, and become experienced in railway 
duties  by  the  time  they  are  adults. Special attention is paid  to the 
training of signalmen,  who are  usually promoted from the porters 
or platelayers, and  are,  in  many cases, employed in  the first  instance 
as " porter pointsmen " acting  as relief men to  the  regular  signal- 
men, and  as  platform  porters when not so engaged. They  are 
never intrusted  with  the sole charge of signals  until  they have re- 
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TIIE WORKING OF RAILWAYM. 3 

aeived sufficient instruction,  the period of training  usually  varying 
according to  the importance of the post a t  which they  are  stationed ; 
nor is their  appointment confirmed until  the  superintendent of the 
division has certified that,  having personally examined the men, hc 
finds  them in  all respects qualified for the positions they  are re- 
quired to fill. The  guards of passenger trains  are almost always 
chosen from the most experienced platform  porters, and  the breaks- 
men of goods trains from the goods porters, shunters,  and men of 
that class. They  gain  their experience by being a t  first employed 
to  assist the  regular  guards or breaksmen. They  are required to 
undergo an examination by  the  superintendent of the  district, who 
certifies that  they  are  duly qualified, and  thc passenger guards  are 
also examined and approved by the chief passenger superintendent, 
especial regard,being  paid to  their intelligence and address. 

I n  order to keep up  the efficiency of the staff, it is the  invariable 
practice on the London and  North-Western  railway  to select men 
for promotion to  the superior  positions of inspectors, foremen, and 
station masters, and  the  higher grades of the service, by  merit,  the 
best  man for the  particular  duty being  taken,  irrespective of length 
of service or any  other circumstance. Thus  not  unfrequently 
station masters  have  risen, in consequence of their  aptitude,  to  the 
rank of divisional  superintendents. 

Engine-drivers  are also  carefully trained  in  their  duties before 
being placed in  charge of a locomotive. They  ordinarily commence 
Rervice as lads in  the engine  sheds in  the capacity of cleaners, and 
after a time  are promoted to be drivers of goods trains,  and 
eventually of the slow or local passenger trains ; ultimately  the most 
efficient  become the  drivers of the express passenger trains. 

The  total  number of the staff employed by  the London and 
North-Western Railway Company is about  forty thousand, of 
whom sixteen thousand  are engaged i n  connection with  the  actual 
working of the traffic. 

The mileage of the-London  and North-Western Railway 
Company is . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,406 

They own and lease jointly with other  oonlpanies . , . 221 
They run over and work other  lines to  the extent of . . 333 

Total . . . . . . .  1,960 

They own-Passenger  engines . . . . . . . .  391 
,, Goods ditto . . . . . . . . .  1,544 

Total . . . . . . .  1,935 

,, Carriages . . . . . . . . . . .  2,732 
,, Wagons . . . . . . . . . . .  39,581 

B 2  

- 
7 
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4 MINUTES OB' PBOCEEDINGS. 

The train mileage for the year ending  the SOth of 
June, 1874,  was-Passenger . . . . . . .  14,460,568 . . . .  7, Goodsandmineral 16,097,954 

Total  30,558,522 
--. . . . . .  

The number of passengers  carried  during the same 
period . . . . . . . . . . . . .  42,511,777 

Ditto tons of goods, coals,  and  minerals . . . .  24,292,894 

The revenue  derived from all sources  was-Passenger 3,640,640 
E. 

, 7, Goods, &c. 5,127,601 

Total . . . . .  8,768,241 

The  number of trains  running over the  southern division of the 
line,  between London and  Rugby,  in each  direction is (exclusive 
of trains between Euston  and Willesden, Watford,  and  other 
stations  short of Rugby) :- 

Down. UP. 
Passenger . . . . . . .  22 23 - 
Goods . . . . . . . .  23 24 
Coal and mineral . . . . .  19  (empties) 16 

Totals 64 . . . . .  63 
- - 

Of these, thirty express and  mail  trains  attain a speed of about 
40 miles an hour, five run  at  about 36 miles an hour, and  the 
remaining passenger trains  are  ordinary local stopping trains. Of 
express goods trains  there  are  thirty-two, of ordinary goods trains,. 
twenty-seven, and of stopping, or local, goods and mineral trains, 
twenty-three. 

The  time-bill  arrangements between Crewe and London, the 
time  and speed of running,  and  the intersections of the  trains  at 
places where the slow trains  are ordered to  shunt for the faster 
trains  to pass, are  illustrated  in a diagram.' Relief ib: afforded to 
the  main  line by third  lines between  Nuneaton and Rugby and 
between  Bletchley and London. It should be mentioned that 
there  will be opened in  the course of the  ensuing season an 
additional down line between  London and Bletchley,  and two new 
lines between Stafford and Crewe. 

As an  illustration of the  growth  in  the  length  and  weight of the 
express passenger trains  during  the  last few  years, it may be stated 
that  the 10 A.N. down train from Euston,  which  in 1863 was 

This diagram is similar in character  to the one o f  the Great  Northern rail- 
way (wide Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. xxxviii.,  plate 32),  and has 
not therefore  been  reproduced.-SEC, INST. C.E. 
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THE WORKING OF RAILWAYS. 5 

312 feet in  length  and 123 tons in weight, had increased in 1872 
to 613 feet  in  length  and 232 tons  in  weight;  while  the 5 P.M. 

down express had  during  the same period increased from 403 feet 
in  length  and 149 tons  in  weight,  to 811 feet in  length  and 257 
tons  in weight. (Plate 1.) This indicates, in  the most forcible 
manner, the increased requirements of the traffic, in  larger  and 
heavier  carriages, and more powerful engines;  and these, in  their 
turn,  have necessitated a better  and more substantial  permanent 
way,  and  the use of steel rails. During  the same period it has 
also been found necessary to duplicate these  trains  by  running 
others a t  10.10 A.M. and 5.10 P.X .  

The following are  the  principal  features of the  engines engaged 
in  working the traffic :- 

l l. l 2. l 3. 

Cylinders- l l I 
Diameter ~ . . . 16 ins. 16 ins. 
Stroke . . . 24 l, 22 

Dinmof driving whla. 7 ft. 6 ins. 7 ft.’ 
Wheel-base . . . 15ft.5ins.  lbft.10ins.:  15ft.Sins. 

I 
Heating surface- Sq. feet. Sq. feet. Sq. feet. 

Tubes . . . 981.0 1,062’9 980.0 
Fire-box . . * . 1 87.3 1 103.5 1 94‘6 

Total . 1,068.3 1,166’4 1 1,074.6 

Grate area . , . 15 
Weight- Tons. cwt. T0::;v.t. 1 T::::wt. 

------ 

On driving wheels 

4. 
6 feet 6 inche 
four Wheels 

coupled 
[new). 

17 ins. 

15  ft. 8 ins. 
6 ft. 6 ins. 
24 77 

sp. feet. 
960.0 
103.5 

1,083-5 

17.1 
Tons. cwt. 

‘ 22 10 1 
32 10 

two pairs.) 

5. 
Six Wheels 

coupled. 

Coal Train. 
- 

24 71 

17  ins. 

4 ft. 3ins. 
15 ft. 6 ins. 

Sq. feet. 
980.0 
94’6 

1,074.6 
-- 

17.1 
Tons. cwt. 

’ 29 11 
29 11 

threepairs. 

Although  the express trains  have  hitherto been drawn mostly 
by  single engines,  such as those of the  Lady of the  Lake”  and  the 
‘‘ Bloomer ” class, it is now deemed expedient to work the heavier 
express trains  by a coupled engine, and for this purpose Mr. 
Webb, M. Inst. C.E., has constructed  several of the  type shown 
in column 4. 

The load of goods and mineral trains its as follows :- 
No. of Weight of 

\Yapons. Trains. 
Goods tra i~~s  . . . . . 45 292$ tons. 
Elineral rlitto . . . . , R5 350 1,  
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6 NINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS. 

The speed of coal trains is limited, as  far  as practicable, to 15 
miles an hour. W. Webb  has designed for this class of traffic 
a six-wheeled coupled engine (see column 5 in the preceding 
table),  which has obtained the most favourable  results. 

Although,  by  the  introduction of the block telegraph, addi- 
tional break power has been rendered less important  than when 
the traffic was worked on the  time system, the company have 
adopted, for their  principal express and  suburban  trains, a modi- 
fication of Clark’s friction  break, suggested by Mr. Webb, which is 
both powerful and effective. They are, however, of opinion, that 
so powerful an  agent should not  be employed for ordinary stop- 
pages, and  that, beyond seeing that it is in proper working order, 
it should  only  be used in cases of emergency, and subject to  tho 
following regulations :- 

l. “The lever for working Clark’s break is distinct from the van break, and 
though applied from the van: it does not act upon the wheels of the van 
itself. 

2. “For ordinary stoppages at roadside and  terminal stations the van break 
alone is to be used, except as stated in paragraphs Nos. 4 and 5. 

3. “ Clark’s breaks are not to be put on for such ordinary purposes, or for 
stopping  a  train  entering a terminal station, but  the guards  must be on 
the alert, and apply them at once should the driver give the break 
whistle, or in  the event of the  train  running past, or being likely to run 
past a  danger signal, or overshooting a platform, or running too fast into 
a terminus, or in  any case when they deem it necessary to  pull  up the 
train more quickly than could be done by .the van breaks. 

4. <‘In order to ensure Clark’s breaks being kept in good order  for use on 
emergencies, and to test their being so, they are always to be applicd, 
instead of the ordinary van break, for stopping the  train  at  the first 
station at  which the  train is timed to stop, say Willesden Junction on 
the down journey. 

5. “ If at any station the continuity of the chain which connects the break ha5 
been interfered with by the separation of the train into scctions, or the 
attaching or detachmg of vehicles, the guards  are  to  apply Clark’s break 
at the next station at  which the  train is timed to stop. 

6. “If on any application of the brcaks they are found not to be in perfcct 
working order, and the dcfeot cannot immediately be remedied by the 
guards,  they  must at once apprize the driver of the fact for his guidance. 

7. ‘‘ I n  every case of the application of Clark’s break, except at  the first stopping 
station, the reason for using it is to be entered in  the guards’ journals. 

8. L( The guards are to understand that  the application of Clark’s break is not 
to supersede the use of the ordinary break, but  that whenever oircum- 
stances arise which render it necessary to apply Clark’s, the ordinary 
van break is also to  be put on.” 

Could the  theory of the  time bill, with  regularly appointed 
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THE WORKINCT OF RAILWAYS. 7 
trains,  running a t  different rates of specd, and  with spefified 
places and  sidings for them  to pass each other,  be realised in  
everyday practice, railway  working would be  perfect;  but  with 
various classes of traffic, with express and slow trains,  both 
goods and passenger, and special trains of all descriptions, this 
can never be  absolutely attained.  The first  requirement is to 
kcep the  line free for passenger trains,  and,  in practice, every- 
thing  must give way  to  this necessity. There can be no doubt 
that it is an object of the  greatest importance upon a well- 
regulated  railway  to secure the  punctuality of the passenger 
service;  nothing adds so much to  the character of the line, or  to 
the  credit of the officers and men, as a  properly  appointed and 
punctual  service; it pleases the public  who use the line, and ib: 
alike creditable and profitable to  the company. This  is  what  all com- 
panies aim a t  ; it is the object of their  daily  thought  and carc ; but 
though  the  average of unpunctual  trains is small, the  trains  will 
always be late  at  certain seasons of the year-as in summer, by 
largely increased traffic, by  the  great  quantity of luggage conveyed 
to seaside resorts, the Lakes and Scotland, and  by  the correspond- 
ingly augmented weight of the  trains. Again, the people of this 
country object to  submit  to  the same control as on  Continental rail- 
ways. If it were possible to  apply  the Continental  system, there 
would be less delay a t  roadside and  junction stations, and  greater 
punctuality.  But  the  ordinary  British  traveller  will  travel fast,  if 
possible, and  under  these circumstances, absolute punctuality ib: 
out of the question. I n  winter  the fogs, frosts, and snowstorms 
affcct  tho progress of trains  in connection with  the cross-Channel 
service with  Ireland  and  the Continent. Again  trains from the 
extrcme  north of Scotland, or from Wales, in connection with a 
long system of single  lines of railway, can never  bc invariably 
punctual. The  arrangements, therefore, must be  such as  to enable 
these trains  to be run  at  irregular times, as well as if the appointed 
hours  were kept. It is obviously to  the  advantage of the  public 
that  this should  be so, as it is better  to receive the  mails from 
Scotland or  Ireland  late,  than  not a t  all. 

The system of telegraphing  the progress o f  trains from one 
principal  station  to another, and  the  regulations for shunting 
goods trains  off  the  main line,  alluded to hereafter,  render the 
running of late passenger trains a matter of certainty  and safety. 

Goods trains  starting from terminal stations,  where the  shunting 
and  marshalling of wagons take place, cannot always leave punc- 
tually;  nor can those having work to do at  roadside stations, 
wherc a margin o f  time is allowed for the purpose, always ac- 
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complish it within  the prescribed  time. The  weight of the load, 
the capacity of the engine, the  state of the  weather,  the  gradients, 
and  the  frequency of special  trains, all  interfere so materially  with 
the calculations in compiling the time  bill, that  the arrangements 
for  shunting go& trains from the main  line before the  arrival of 
passenger trains a t  other than  the appointed places, devolve  largely 
on the discretion of the  station  master  and  the inspectors.  All the 
management  can do, under  circumstances  like  these, is to  lay b w n  
general  principles  and  rules  for the guidance of the  staff, viz. :- 

‘6 As a general  rule, paesenger trains  are to take precedence o f g d s ,  cattle,  and 
coal trains ; and  such  trains  must  not be  started from any  station when  passenger 
trains  are due. This regulation, however,  will be  subject to modification,  ac- 
cording to the circumstances of the trains, the  state of the weather, the weight of 
the load, and  the class of the engine  :-Thus, a light  through goods  or cattle 
train, on a clear day  or  night, may be  started before a passenger train,  should the 
latter have to  stop at  all  the stations.  Again, if from facts which  may come to 
the knowledge of the station master, or foreman on duty,  by  means of the electric 
telegraph  or otherwise, the passenger train which is due may  not be expected  for 
some  time, they will be justified in despatching the goods train,  taking care in 
this case  especially to warn the enginemen of the passenger train when it arrives, 
the precise lime when the goods train was  despatched, and where  ordered to 
shunt. 

“ The same principle will apply to  the regulation of slow  or stopping passenger 
trains,  when  express  trains  which  are timed to follow  them are known to be out 
of  course. 

“Passenger, goods,  mineral, cattle or ballast  trains, when  appointed in  the 
time  tables to shunt for  following trains on those  portions of the  line where the 
permissive  block or the  time system is  in operation ; or  when,  from  slow  travel- 
ling or  other  circumstances, they  are likely to be overtaken by a fo!lowing train, 
must  be  shunted at stations or sidings a t  least  ten  minutes before such following 
train is expected, and  kept  there  until after it has passed, and  the proper signals 
have been  given by  the  signalman in charge of the siding or station for the train 
to follow. 

‘I In order to carry  out the above rule, the stopping  trains  therein referred to 
must not be started from any  station  or  siding where they  can  shunt, unless therc 
is a sufficient interval to admit of their  reaching the next shunting  station or 
siding in time to be shunted  ten  minutes clear of the following train in  the terms 
of the above  rule. 

“Where  the ahsolute  block  system is in operation, the  train must  be  shunted 
clear of the  main  line before ‘ line  clear’  is given  to the block  station in  the rear, 
and the main  line must be clear five minutes before the following train is 
expected.” 

These are  the  general  rules ; but,  to  admit of a proper  discretion 
being exercised, it has been found  desirable  to fix absolutely  the 
margin of time  within  which  a goods train may leave a  particular 
station  in advance of a passenger train.  This  information  is  given 
in  the working book, as  well  as the  locality of shunting  sidings, 
and  the number of wagons that each  siding  will  contain,  as  shown 
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THE WORKING OF RAILWAYS. 9 

in  the following Table  relating  to  the  southern division of the 
London and North-Western railway :- 
LIST of  SHUNTING SIDINGS  (SOUTHERN  DIVIBION) and INTERVALS to be  observed in 

despatching GOODS and MINERAL  TEAINS  in advance of FAST PASSENQER 
TRAINS to and from such  sidings. 

M)WN. - _ _ ~ ~  

. . . . . .  
.. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . .  .. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  .. . . . . . .  
. . . .  .. . . . .  
. . . .  .. .. .... 
.. .. . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . .  25, 30 35 40 . . . .  60 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .  . . . .  .. . . . . . .  

. . . . .  ... ..; . . . .  .. 
.. 

Similar  arrangements exist with regard to the  up  trains. 
This, however, is not  all. To insure  the  principal  station 

masters and inspectors being  kept well  informed of the  working 
of the  line  and  the  running of the passenger and goods trains, a 
system of telegraphing  their progress from station  to  station is 
organised, which is illustrated  by  the following  divisional instruc- 
tions in  force between Stafford and Crewe. (See next page.) 

With  this information, the  signalman  has a discretion in 
arranging  the  shunting of slow trains for fast ones to pass, which 
is provided for on the block system by the  signalman  giving seven 
strokes on the bell to  the  station  in advance. 

To distinguish  fast  and slow passenger or goods trains on the 
journey, the following arrangement of head lights  has been 
adopted :- 

"Engines of fast passenger  trains, and breakdownvan  trains-two white lights, 
one over each buffer. 

" Engines of slow  passcnger trains, and light engines-& white light over left- 
hand buffer. 
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10 MINUTES 0%' PROCEEDINGS. 

"Engines of express goods or cattle trains-two green lights, one over each 
buffer. 

"Engines of stopping goods, mineral, or ballast trains-one green light over 
left-hand buffer. 

'' Trains or engines when travellig on third or fourth  lines (i .e.,  the additional 
lines  constructed for the goods and slow passenger trains)  also  carry  a green light 
at  the foot of the chimney. 

''During  the day  engines  attached to express goods or cattle trains carry a 
white diamond board at  the foot of the chimney. 

Londou and  North-Western  engines when running over foreign companies' 
lines also carry the distinctive  signals for the  line over which they  are travelling 
as laid down in  the working time book." 

DIVISIONAL INSTRUCTIONS IN FORCE BETWEEB STAFFORD AND CIIEWE. 

From 

STAIWORI 
(Station) 

NORTON 
BRIDGE 

WHITMOI 

C ~ E W E  

bury 
(shrews 

Junctior 

CREWE 
(Station 

Stafford. 
(Station.) 

--- 
... .  

. . . .  

Lrrivals ani 
kparturea 

press Goods 
when 
shunted. 

Jp Expresa 
Goods. 

Df Up EX- 

JP Pasassen. 
Ker. 

TRAIN DEPARTURES, &C., TO BE TELEGUPBED TO 

l l 
South Box.) Bridge. 

Stsfford. 1 Norton 

l __-,------ 
l 

Tn Pnnam-/ Down Pas-'Down Pas- - r  
ger andlsenser. ~ l senger. 
Goods b e - ,  p'ransrnit l ransmit 
tween 9.0 amworth qimworth 
D.m. and I and  Wolver- 1 and Wolver- 
'I .o a.m. 1 hampton  hampton 
(transmit). ~ times.) times.) 

inown EX- Down EX. 

.... 
prcss Goods. press Goods. 

.... Arrivals and 
departuresof 
Down Ex- 
press Goods 

.... 'up ~ a s s c n - ' ~ p  passen- 
gef; Trans- 
mit War- 
rington and 
Runcorn 

Chester 
times and 

I times of 
Irish Mails. 

l 
Down Pas-!Down Pas- 

?.upress Express 
senger and' senger  and 

hoods. Goods. 

Arrivals and  Arrivals  and 
departuresof  departurmof 
Down Ex- Down Ex- 
press Goods press Goods 
when when 
shunted. shunted. 

Arrivals and  Arrivals and 
departuresof  departuresof 
Down Ex- Down Er- 
press Goods press Goods 
whcn 
shunted. shunted. 

when 

....  .... 

UpPassenger . . . .  
and G d s  
(transmit). 

An  additional  red  board  or  flag  by  day,  and an  extra  red  light 
at  night or in foggy  weather, is hung  at  the back of an  engine 
or train,  to show that a special train is to follow; and in  
order to  indicate whether the special is a passenger or goods 
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THE WORKING OF BAILWAYS. 11 

train,  the following arrangement of the lamps and boards is 
observed :- 

For a special goods or cattle train, tho two lamps 

For a  special passenger train they  are  arranged 
thus. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
at night  are arranged thus . . . . . .  l 0  

I 0  

By  day  the red board is placed in a corresponding  position with 
regard to  the  tail lamp, as  that occupied by  the  extra  lamp  at  night. 

These arrangements work  well in practice, and  are easily  carried 
out  by a thoroughly organised and disciplined staff. But such is 
the  growth of the trafEc, and  the requirements of the Govern- 
ment  as  to  the conveyance of the mails a t  a high  rate of speed 
during  the  night,  when  the  line is occupied by  the goods traffic, 
as well as of the  public  in  the competition of service maintaincd 
by the  greater companies, that  the  time may arrive when  even 
these arrangements  may be inadequate, and when the doubling or 
duplication of some of the  important  lines  must follow-a plan, 
already adopted through busy districts,  and which will still 
further be considered and extended. 

It is only  during  the passage of the  royal  train  to convey Her 
Majesty and  suite between  Windsor and  Ballater,  that  the or- 
dinary  arrangements for working  the  line  am suspended. Thc 
exceptional nature of the regulations then adopted must bo con- 
sidered as affording the  nearest approach to perfection in  railway 
travelling  that  has  yet been arrived  at.  The  train is fitted 
throughout  with continuous  breaks, with  an electrical communi- 
cation  between the compartments of each saloon and  carriage  and 
the  guards,  and  with a communication between the  guards  and 
the driver. A pilot  engine is run fifteen minutes  in advance of 
the  train  throughout  the  entire journey. I n  order to  guard  against 
any obstruction or interference with  the safe passage of the  train, 
no engine (except the pilot), or  any  train  or vehicle, is allowed to 
proceed upon or cross the  main  line  and  stations  during  an  in- 
terval of a t  least  thirty  minutes before the  time  at which the 
royal  train is appointed to pass. All shunting operations on thc 
adjoining lines  are suspended during  the same period. While, 
after  the  royal  train  has passed, no engine  or  train is permitted 
to leave a station  or  siding upon the same line for a t  least 
fifteen minutes. I n  addition  to these  regulations,  no light en- 
gines  or  trains, except passenger trains,  are allowed to  travel 
between any  two  stations on the opposite line of rails  to  that on 
which the  royal  train is running, from the  time thO pilot is due, 
until  the  royal  train  has passcd. The r~rccaution is also taken of' 
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12 NINUTKS OF PEOCEEDINGS. 

specially guarding every  level crossing, farm crossing, and  station, 
to  prevent  trespassers;  and of securely bolting  all facing points 
Over which  the  pilot  and  royal  train  hare to travel.  Platelayers 
are likewise posted along the  line to prevent  the possibility of any 
impediment at  the occupation road-crossings. Special arrange- 
ments  are made for telegraphing  the passage of the  train from 
point  to point, as it speeds along its  journey,  and  an  instrument  is 
conveyed by  the  royal  train  by means of which a telegraphic 
communication can  be  established at  any place on the  journey 
in case of need. The  train  is accompanied by a sufficient number 
of fitters, lampmen, and greasers,  who  keep  a constant  watch on 
each  side of the  train, so as  to notice any  irregularity  in  the 
running of the  carriages;  and who, upon the  train stopping at  the 
appointed stations, examine it throughout  and grease the axle- 
boxes. The average speed of the  train  is 36 miles an  hour ex- 
cluding stoppages. 

I n  working a line  like  the London and  Rorth-Western,  the 
goods trains  run  with  full loads between the most important places. 
The traffic, at  the  intermediate  stations, is collected by a service 
of local trains,  and conveyed to  centres such as Rugby, Crewe, 
and  other junctions, there  to  be properly  marshalled and classified, 
and from thence to be  forwarded by  thc  through  trains  without 
further delay. 

The  duty of marshalling  and classifying the goods and  mineral 
traffic into  district  and  station order is a work of enormous magni- 
tude.  The business at  the  terminal  stations, such as London, Bir- 
mingham,  Liverpool,  Manchester, and Carlisle, is  both complicated 
and costly. Without  this  arrangement of trains for their several 
destinations, and of the wagons in these trains  in  station order, it 
~ o u l d  be almost impossible to  carry on the goods and  mineral 
traffic  without  the most serious intcrruptions  and delay. As it 
is, any neglect or omission on the  part of the  staff,  in  this respect, 
results  in unavoidable confusion at   the junctions  and  stations on 
the journey. The  magnitude of these operations may be realised 
from the fact, that  the London and  Korth-Western  Railway Corn- 
pany  have one hundred  and seventy-one engines constantly em- 
ployed in  marshalling  and classifying the  trains  in  the sidings, 
and  that  the  total  number of hours of shunting performed last year 
was 613,472 by  the above regular  and  extra  shunting engines, 
representing a cost to  the company, a t  5s. an hour, of &153,36S. 

The importance of this work being effectually performed has 
been fully recognised, and  constant  attention  has been given to 
secure it, m as to n w i d  delay and  irrcgnlnrity on t.he pain lille. 
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At  terminal  stations various  methods have been suggested, such 
as a t  Camden, where a double line of turntables across the  shunt- 
ing  lines is worked by  hydraulic capstans, and a t  other places 
where there  are  fan-shaped sidings, each siding  holding wagons 
for different districts, but  involving a separate  operation to place 
them  in  station order. At  other places the  sidings have been 
arranged on a similar plan, but  with  the  gradient  falling  with 
the load so as to economise power;  but it has remained for Mr. 
Harry Footner, M. Inst. C.E., an officer  of the London and North- 
Western Company, to devise, in 1873, a plan  by which the wagons 
can be marshalled in  district  and  station order at  the same time. 
This  plan  has been ordered to be carried out a t  Edgehill  (Liver- 
pool) in  the first  instance. (Plate 2 . )  It is described by Mr. 
Footner as follows :- 

" All Liverpool traffic arrives  at,  or  is despatched from Edgehill. 
Inward  trains  are  here broken up  and  the wagons forwarded to 
the goods stations  and depbts on the  line of docks. Edgehill is a 
store from which  full  or  empty  trucks can be had when  required 
for the  supply of the depbts, or  to which wagons can be sent from 
the depbts as soon as loaded or unloaded. Besides the goods 
stations, there  are  cattle  stations,  agricultural  and coal yards, 
wagon-repairing shops, sheeting sheds, locomotive coal stages, 
permanent-way workshops, &C., to be regularly supplied. More 
than  three  hundred  trains  enter  and leave the  station daily, 
Sundays excepted. As the flow of traffic to  and from the goods 
stations is steadily continuous during  the day, and generally 
ceases during  the  night ; while, on the  other  hand,  the  trains  arrive 
and  depart a t  irregular hours, and  principally a t  night,  there is a 
period in  the afternoon a t  Edgehill  when  standing room for an 
accumulation of wagons is required, in  addition  to  the  sidings 
upon which  the  shunting engines are  at work. 

' L  Owing  to successive additions  to meet the increased traffic, the 
arrangement of the  station, at one time simple and  suitable for the 
demands then made  upon it, has now become inconvenient and 
expensive. The passenger main  lines pass through  the centre, the 
sidings  are  irregularly grouped, and  there  are no  independent  main 
goods lines on which trains  may be stopped before entering  the 
station,  or on which  trains ready to  start may proceed to relieve 
the  yard  without  obstructing  the passenger lines. 

6' The company possesses 30 or 40 acres of land adjoining the 
station,  the surface of which ( 5  feet at one end, and 35 feet a t  the 
other above the rail-level)  suggested an  arrangement of sidings for 
sorting  and  marshalling  the  trains chiefly by  gravitation. It was 
thought  that if all necessary changes could be made by once 
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passing t,he wagons  down  t,he  inclinc,  t,he plan mould prove econo- 
mical, besides possessing other advantages. It was, therefore, 
proposed that  sorting  the  trucks  into  trains,  and  arranging  the 
trucks  in each train  in  their  proper order should  be distinct opera- 
tions;  and  that  independent lines, up and down,.should be la,id, 
over which the  short  trains  or sots of wagons that come from the 
dep6ts might be brought  directly  to some (reception) lines at  the 
top of the  incline;  the receiving lines to communicate at  their 
lower end  with a number of sidings  (standing lines), into which 
the wagons would a t  once be  sorted ; each of these standing  lines 
to  represent a district  or  particular  train between certain hours, 
and  that  here  the  trucks should accmmlate  until  near  the  hour of 
the train's departure, when they would  be passed through a set of 
marshalling  sidings  to  put  them in  their proper order. 

" The  marshalling sidings, or ' gridirons,' as they  are termed, are 
two sets of seven sidings,  arranged as shown on the  diagram C D E 
(Plate 2). They  are spaced far  enough  apart  for a horse to work 
between them,  and each siding  will hold ten trucks.' 

" The  number of sidings in  each gridiron,  and  the  least  number 
of trucks  that each siding should contain, is the  square root of the 
number of vehicles in  the  longest  train  to be  marshalled; but, 
practically, a larger  number  than  forty-nine can  be  marshalled in 
the seven sidings, while  the  extra  length is also required t o  allow 
for occasional want of precision in  stopping  the  trucks  at  the  right 
spot, and  to  render  the method of working them  elastic  enough to 
meet special cases. 

" The nunlbers from F to E represent a train of trucks 
which has passed through  the gridirons, and is ready  to  start 
on its journey.  The numbers from B to C represent the same 
trucks ' in  the  rough ' in  one of the ' factorin1 N' ways in which 
t h y  might possibly have  arrived  thcre.  The  train is arbitrarily 
regarded as being composed of seven sections, and a distinctive 
shading is given  to  the  trucks  in each section, that  their course 
may be readily followed. The first step consists in  running  the 
wagons one by one into  the upper gridiron C to D, one siding 
being assigned to each section ; the second step is to  arrange  the 
wagons in  each section in  turn,  beginning  with  the first. Let 
each siding  in  the lower gridiron receive one of the black trucks ; 
manifestly, i n  whatever order they  arrived  in  the first gridiron, 
they  can now be skarted in  any desired  order from the second. 
Similarly  the  remaining sections are  dealt  with. 

The gradients of the 'gridirons ' are from 1 in SO to  1 in 90, and of the 
' standing ' lines from 1 in 90 to  1 i n  120. 
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‘‘ It is well  known that  an experienccd shunter can fix in  his 
memory the  destination of every  wagon in a train  by once reading 
over the labels upon them. IIe will,  thcrefore, have no difficulty 
in  dividing  them  into sections for the first step  in  the  marshalling 
process. A pair of marshalling  gridirons is now being laid down 
a t  Edgehill. 

‘‘Nowhere on the  North-Western system is greater need felt 
of facilities in  arranging  trains  than  at Crewe, where  lines from 
six different directions converge;  and  plans  are prepared for an 
entirely  new  station on 80 acres of land,  to  be worked on thc 
system just described. 

‘‘ Sorting  by  gravitation,  .with or without  the assistance of an 
engine or horses, is successfully carried out a t  many places. Thc 
earliest,  and perhaps the most notable, instance on moderate gra- 
dients,  are  the coal sidings  leading  to  the  Jarrow Dock Tips, 
which have been fully described by Mr. Harrison,  President 
Inst. C.E., in a Paper read before this  1nstitution.l  The steep 
gradients (l in 50) a t  Accrington, on the Lancashire and Yorkshire 
railway, afford perhaps one of the most remarkable  instances of suc- 
cessful working  for more than  twenty years. Mr. Footner  is  not 
aware of any previous ‘attempts  to  marshal  trains  in a similar 
manner.” 

It is not within  the scope of this  Paper  to do more than  allude 
to  the working of the goods traffic at  the  stations,  and to the  ap- 
plication of steam and  hydraulic power to  the cranes, lifts,  and 
arrangements  requisite  to secure a quick and economical conduct 
of the business. 

All  railway companies are now common carriers. Originally 
this business was conducted over the various railways  by  the old 
canal  and road  carriers. I n  a few years, however, it became evident 
that,  in order to  enable  the  railway companies to cope with  the 
increasing demands of the public, it should be managed wholly 
by themselves, the  carriers being  appointed as  the  cartage  agents 
in  the  principal towns. This was a radical  change, and  contrary 
to  the  intention of the  original promoters of railways. But,  while 
the  result  has been of great  advantage to the community, some 
persons think  the companies would have benefited to a greater 
extent  had  they continued as tolltakers  instead of becoming 
carriers.  However this  may be, the organisation and method 
with  which  this  great  trade is conducted by  all  the companies are 
indeed surprising.  The staff of men and horses engaged in  the 

1 vide Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. xviii., p. 490. 
___ 
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collection and delivery of goods in London, by  the London a d  
North-Western Company alone, exceeds the  number  that was 
necessary to work all the coaches and carriers' vans  that  ran  in 
the old days to  and from the North. They have, altogether,  sixteen 
hundred men and one thousand horses engaged in  the goods business 
in  London. The speed with which this  is carried on is remarkable. 
The collection, transit,  and  delivery of goods between all  the im- 
portant  towns  in  England is accomplished within  the  day of 
twenty-four hours;  and between England  and Scotland and  the 
ports of Ireland  within  two days, or forty-eight hours. For cor- 
responding services in  France  the following statement ~hows  the 
time allowed by  law,  and  nothing can more forcibly illustrate  the 
pace a t  which business is managed in  this  country  than such a 
comparison :- 

For goods in classes l and 2 (4th  and 5th classes of English 
railway clearing-house classification) the  French companies are 
allowed one day of twenty-four hours  for each 124 miles or frac- 
tion thereof  on the  main line. 

For goods in  other classes on the main  line,' and also for first 
and second class on branch lines, twenty-four hours for the first 
93 miles, and twenty-four hours for each additional 78 miles. 

The companies have one clear day for loading, &c. ; and  the 
day on which they receive the goods and  that on which they 
deliver them  are  not reckoned. 

One day  extra is allowed a t  junctions  with  other companies. 
Thus, goods received by a company in London on the 1st of the 

month would, according to  the  French system, be delivered in the 
country  as shown in  the following table :- 

At  j Miles. 

Northampton . 
Birmingham . 
Liverpool . . 
Manchester . 
Dublin . . . 
Glasgow . . 

66 
111 
200 
182 
333 
399 

1 Classes othel 

~ Lines. 
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In   the  case of cerhin exceptional  low rates,  the companies are 
entitled  to  three,  and even five days  extra. 

The  Yorkshire  merchant  attends  the London wool sales;  hc 
makes his purchases one day,  and  thc wool is in  his warehouse the 
next. The  Lancashire  spinner  attends  the Liverpool  cotton market, 
and expects his cotton delivered, and probably in  actual consump- 
tion,  the  next day. The dead meat from Scotland, the  poultry, 
butter  and  eggs from Ireland,  are  all despatched with  the narrowest 
margin of time  to meet particular  markets ; and  all is accomplished 
with  certainty. 

This could only  have been done by  means of the  universal 
system of through  rates a.nd through booking that exists  between 
the companies, and  which  has been encouraged and developed 
by the facilities afforded by  the  railway clearing-houses in  England 
and  Ireland, for the  settlement of the complicated through-traffic 
arrangements  relating both to goods and  rolling stock. Too much 
cannot be  said in  praise of an  institution  which  has accomplished 
so much practical benefit. It is alike creditable to  the com- 
panies that,  whatever  their  political differences, they meet there 
on  neutral  ground,  and  give each other  the benefit of their expc- 
rience in devising and carrying  out  regulations  regarding  through 
traffic for the  general good of all. These arrangements  have 
brought  the produce of France,  the  Channel  Islands,  and of Ireland 
within  the command of the  English  markets;  and it is not too 
much to  say  that,  in  the case of Ireland,  the facilities thus afforded 
for  the  transit of cattle,  poultry,  butter  and eggs, and  every  other 
marketable commodity, have done much to improve the social 
condition of the people. 

" The  harvest of the sea " is  an  important  item  in  railway traffic. 
From  the  day when the first salmon is caught,  or  the first haul of 
mackerel is taken off the old Head of Kinsale in  the  spring,  until 
the close of the  Yarmouth fishing towards  the  end of the year, tens 
of thousands of tons of fish are conveyed from Milford, Holyhead, 
Liverpool,  Scotland, and  the  east coast, to London and  all  the 
important  towns of the kingdom, in excellent  condition, and 
(which was  never  the case before) a t  a  price within  the means 
of all. 

The misfortunes that occur in  the conduct of the  railway  traffic 
,of the  country  are, from their  very  nature, serious and  alarming to 
the public. It is not  within  the province of this  Paper  to  do 
more (having  already  pointed  out  the difficulties of management) 
than allude  to them. When  they do  happen,  none feel the con- 
sequences more keenly than those most intimately connected with 

[1874-75. N.S.] C 
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railways ; and  the  public  are  far from  realising  the  ever-increasing 
care  and  anxiety of the executive, the ceaseless watchfulness  and 
activity of the staff, necessary  to carry on so wonderful  a  traffie 
as  that of this  great  country ; a  business  which  knows no rest,  but 
is ever  in motion, and upon  which the  health  and  wealth of the 
community is largely  dependent. 

The communication is accompanied by  a series of diagrams,  from 
which  Plates 1 and 2 have been compiled. 
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